LOOKING FOR A NEW PATH OR CAREER? YOU BELONG HERE.

AMSC provides students from diverse backgrounds with affordable, career-focused bachelor and associate degree programs. We offer student-centered instruction, civic/community engagement, and an array of services that lead to your success.

Our smaller class size, with an 18:1 student-teacher ratio, high-quality education, and lower tuition, is what sets us apart from the larger public schools, as well as most private schools.

We offer face-to-face or online classes with full access to your professors and the tools you need to succeed academically and in life.

PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE

Thank you for considering Atlanta Metropolitan State College (AMSC)!

AMSC provides opportunities for students to have life changing experiences through our career-focused academic programs. We are honored to be the catalyst for thousands of students in reaching their professional and personal goals.

I would like to personally welcome you to “Bring Your Brilliance” and join the Trailblazer family at AMSC!

GET IN TOUCH

1630 Metropolitan Parkway SW
Atlanta, GA 30310
(678) 623-1340

STAY CONNECTED

facebook: atlmetrostatecollege
instagram: @atlmetrostatecollege
twitter: @atlmetrostate

WWW.ATLM.EDU

IT’S YOUR OPPORTUNITY. BRING YOUR BRILLIANCE.

SCHOOL OF SCIENCE & HEALTH PROFESSIONS

ENROLLING NOW!
APPLY @ WWW.ATLM.EDU
STUDENT PROFILE

- Female: 66%, Male: 34%
- Average: 27; Median Age: 23; Mode Age: 20
- Enrollment: 1704 (Fall 2020)
- Traditional Students: 60%
- Adult Learners: 40%
- International Population: Students from Bahamas, Gambia, Germany, Kenya, Nigeria, Senegal

CAMPUS

Main campus (65.4 acres) three minutes to downtown Atlanta, and 10 minutes to Hartsfield-Jackson Atlanta International Airport

ACCREDITATION

- Southern Association of Colleges and Schools (SACS)
- The Association of Collegiate Business Schools and Programs (ACBSP)

PROGRAMS IN THE SCHOOL OF SCIENCE & HEALTH PROFESSIONS

Bachelor Programs
- Biological Science (B.S.)

Associate Programs
- Biological Sciences (Associate of Science, Core Curriculum Pathway)
- Engineering Transfer (Associate of Science, Core Curriculum Pathway)
- Health Sciences Transfer (Associate of Science, Core Curriculum Pathway)

Certificate in Forensic Chemistry
The Forensic Science Certificate program is intended to be used as an enhancement to other programs at Atlanta Metropolitan State College. It is a “stackable” program that can be used in conjunction with the associate and bachelor degrees in Biological Sciences and Criminal Justice, in addition to the LELA Certification. The program is useful for laboratory technicians, in addition to police and corrections officers.

The School of Science and Health Professions School (SHP) is committed to increasing the number of students, including underrepresented minorities, in science, technology, engineering, and mathematics (STEM). The School promotes the development of the critical thinking, computational, and communication skills of its students.

Instruction is provided in various formats to accommodate varied learning styles. Instructional technologies, including graphics, computer-based instruction, online courses, multimedia, and audio-visual technology, are used to enhance teaching and learning. Hands-on activities and interactive learning/computing are an integral part of laboratory instruction.

APPLY NOW WWW.ATLM.EDU